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Introduction 

What is it about Canadian society today that we put our accomplishments or 
ourselves down? What is this Canadian inferiority complex we try so hard to 
cultivate and perpetuate like some self-deprecating comedian? We are not the 
Rodney Dangerfield (“No respect!”) of the world stage; far from it. We have 
in our past and continue to invent, innovate, lead, pioneer and originate at an 
incredible rate for such a small but shrewd populace. At a far greater rate 
than the jokes about our backwoods heritage clichés on TV shows and 
movies, and far better then we give ourselves credit for over beer at the local 
pub. Or even over coffee at the local Timmies! We’ve all heard the knock on 
our Canadian Forces (I bristle at the jokes about 2 canoes), how Canadian 
TV is crap, or how the American-made products are better. Poppycock! My 
editor wouldn’t let me use the euphemism for livestock excrement (but I was 
going to Canadianize it by using buffalo instead of bull!). Anyone who thinks 
the Armed Forces are a joke, or that our military is not world-class, needs to 
read the section on Camp-X, where we trained the American CIA on how to 
conduct espionage! (See 1941, Sir William Stephenson in Part 2)1. If the 
Camp-X story appeals, I’d highly recommend watching the brilliant, world-
class TV series "X Company" from CBC about Camp X, which is as good as 
anything produced in the US on HBO and Showtime. In my opinion, we are 
the best, the brightest and the most innovative nation on the planet. Bar 
none! 

I have been pushing and lecturing and pleading this case for this vast and 
untold depth of Canadian stories, innovations and firsts, and pioneering 
endeavours in Canada for years as a Professor of Electronics Engineering in 
my classrooms. I have highlighted, lectured and written numerous articles 
and handouts about our inventions. Specifically, in the field of technology 
and electronics as that is my area of expertise, but also because it is at the 

1 Throughout the book when there are related stories, or people, to the entry you are 
reading, I will put a reference in the text to check another dated entry in the invention 
chronology. For example, I may have an entry that reads "See 1941 Sir William 
Stephenson" which means to look through the main text in chronological order for 
the entry on Stephenson which will be among entries dated in 1941. 
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forefront of our modern society. The entire information-age, information-
superhighway, interconnected, hyper-texted, social media, always-on, 
buzzing, dinging and beeping (bleeping?) mess... is all traceable and 
predicated on a number of our brilliant firsts, innovations and creativity, all 
done, invented and pioneered right here... in our own native land. 

While the majority of this book is on technology, industry and 
engineering marvels, as that is where we have excelled, I have included a lot 
of anecdotes of major firsts, inventions and innovations in all areas of 
society. I have tried to be comprehensive here, but there has to be a line 
somewhere. Some inventions didn't rise to the threshold of new gadget, 
some were too small, too unique or not significant and different enough, and 
a small few were left on the editing room floor perhaps for a volume two. 

So sit down, and let me take you on a journey back in time to chronicle 
and chronologically walk you through how we went from a bunch of 
explorers, then fur traders, then immigrant farmers, struggling to cut a 
swath through this rough and brush-filled Canadian shield; hard by the 
many lakes, rivers, streams and muskeg that became modern cities which 
are the envy of the world. How we went from struggling and eking out an 
existence in this great rugged landscape, to inventing the tools that not only 
allowed us to send an emoji for the first time on a little hand-held screen, 
to pioneering the robot arms that built a space station in outer space.

A space station on which, 9 years ago, an astronaut spoke live with 
four of my students on a communication system they designed and 
built by themselves in my class, because of this very Canadian 
innovative spirit I’d taught them and inspired them with. I inspired 
them through these stories of some fascinating and truly remarkable 
Canadians of genius-level, world-class ingenuity.

As Canadians, we’ve been too polite, too quiet, or just too diffident 
to trumpet and wave the flag for ourselves. Until now! Oh Canada! Indeed! 

Professor Mark Rector
Colchester County, NS
June 2018
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 Humble Beginnings  
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First Nations 
Numerous Inventions 
Pre 1600’s 

The First Nations of Canada has contributed a wide variety of inventions too 
numerous to detail but sadly also with so few accurate details or records 
surviving. 
A short list would include: 
Toboggan 
Whalebone snow blind goggles 
Lacrosse (see Sports section) 
Canoe 
Kayak 
Petroleum Jelly  
Snow Shoes 
Bitumen: waterproofing of canoes, and bug repellent. 

Angus MacDonell 
Improved Potash Process 
November 1788 

The very first patent granted in Canada was to Angus MacDonell (b. ~1751 – 
d. October 8th, 1804) in November of 1788 in Lower Canada. He patented a
new process to make potash (which has been around for centuries) that was 
cheap and allows for mass production. But the story behind this patent is an 
interesting look at the politics of the day in this new-world colony.

Notable Maritime firsts
1606 - 1776

The first permanent European settlement in Canada was established at Port 
Royal in 1605 and the first sailing ships that were launched there were two 
small craft built by François Gravė du Pont in 1606. Coal was first mined 
commercially in North America at Port Morien, NS and shipped to supply 
Fort Louisbourg. The first lighthouse in Canada was at Louisbourg in 1734 
and was destroyed in the British siege of 1758 and not rebuilt till 1842.
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Angus MacDonell was born in Inverness-shire, Scotland and in 1773 he was 
part of a 600-strong clan of Highlanders that emigrated from the lands of 
their clan in Glengarry to a farm, in New York State’s Mohawk Valley, 
owned by Sir William Johnson, the Superintendent of Northern Indians. 

This clan stayed loyal to the crown at the outbreak of the American 
Revolution and Angus’ father and brother fought for the British Crown with 
the father Allan being captured in 1776. Angus did not serve during the war 
but did acquire a seminary education during this time in Montreal and 
Quebec, where he became fluent in French.  

After Angus was released from jail over an unpaid debt in June of 1785, he 
began experimenting with a new method of making potash. Potash (the 18th 
century variety) was a form of potassium carbonate and it is one of the most 
important industrial chemicals. In modern times it is now mostly a 
manufactured (or mined) salt that contains potassium in water-soluble form. 
It has been used in bleaching, making soap and glass, since about 500 A.D. 
and is now also used in gunpowder and most commonly made into a form of 
potassium fertilizer. Potash can be made from wood ashes and its cousin 
Pearl ash (calcified potash) is a more expensive superior grade of potash 

Upper and Lower Canada 
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that can be made in a kiln. Its name literally comes from the 18th-century 
method of making it. Felled timber that was not used for fuel or lumber was 
burned in huge bonfires and the ashes were segregated and mixed in a trough 
with water. This paste was then heated up in cauldrons, (or pots with ash in 
them) and the residue left in the pot was called potash. 

Angus was not 
alone in this pursuit 
as potash was in 
very high demand 
(muskets take a lot 
of gunpowder, and 
they were firing a 
lot of muskets in 
the 18th century!). 
An American man, 
named Samuel 
Hopkins, was also 
working on a new 
improved process 
to produce the now 
urgently needed 
chemical for
Britain. He knew 
that acres of 
timber could yield 
large sums of 
wealth with the high 
demand for wood 
and potash at the 
time. So Hopkins 

Lord Dorchester  had already been 
granted a patent (fourteen-year monopoly) for his potash process and furnace 
design in the US (signed by former US President George Washington) when 
he embarked on a journey north, in March 1791, to secure a patent in that 
land of unlimited timber forests; Lower and Upper Canada. 

Lower Canada did not have a patent statute until 1823 but issued monopolies 
by special legislation based on the British Statute of Monopolies of 1623 
whereby a worthy invention could be granted exclusive rights for 14 years. 
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So in the fall of 1790, Samuel Hopkins applied at the same time to “the Right 
Honourable Guy Lord Dorchester, Captain General and Governor in Chief 
of the colonies of Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and their 
dependencies, Vice Admiral of the Same, General and Commander-in-Chief 
of all of His Majesties Forces in the said colonies and the Isle of 
Newfoundland”. A man with such a prestigious, long and formidable title 
must have an incredibly intricate milieu of duties that required extensive 
study of the legal documents before him requiring pensive weighing of their 
merits to plan an appropriate course of action incumbent upon such an 
esteemed office as his! However, Lord Dorchester just passed the application 
over to the Agricultural Society to advise him what to do. 

Hopkins was advised that MacDonell was also applying for a monopoly in 
the “same branch of business”, and it was proposed that the two applications 
be submitted to the Legislature at the next session. Hopkins came to Quebec 
City on March 21st, 1791 to present his formal petition to the Governor and 
Legislative Council, and he and MacDonell both lobbied the appointed 
committee that their process was the better choice for patenting. For 
clarification of the technical details, the committee sought the advice of a 
panel of experts led by Mervin Nooth, Superintendent General of the British 
and Foreign Hospitals. 

When Nooth was questioned as to which inventor’s method deserved the 
committee’s stamp of approval he dismissed them both as being “useless” to 
grant an exclusive privilege, and then promptly notified the council that 
Nooth himself planned to go ahead with his own method of potash 
manufacture! The council then promptly excused Nooth and his colleagues 
from the proceedings. 

The council decided that instead of the American standard of fourteen years 
monopoly privilege, which they felt was too long; they instead settled on six 
years and granted it to both inventors by legislative ordinance. It received 
Lord Dorchester’s assent on April 30th, 1791 granting a monopoly (patent) 
on Angus MacDonell’s2 method of potash production, making him the first 
Canadian to receive a “patent”.  

2 Samuel Hopkins also received his patent at the same time. 
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John McIntosh  
McIntosh Apple 
1811 

John McIntosh (b. August 15th, 
1777 – d. 1846) emigrated to 
Iroquois, Upper Canada (Dundas, 
Ontario area) in 1791, as his father 
was a loyalist during the American 
Revolution. In 1811 he moved to 
the Dundalea area and started 
clearing a forest where he found a 
bunch of apple trees. He 
transplanted several, and the only 
one that survived yielded a tasty, 
sweet-type of apple he called a 
McIntosh Red, which is still one of 
the most popular sellers in the 
apple world today. His son Allan 
apprenticed in the art of grafting 
and the family went into the apple 
business on a larger scale in 1835. 
The original tree was damaged by a  John McIntosh
fire in 1894 but survived, producing 
yields for 90 years until about 1908. Two years later it finally fell, ending the 
life of an apple tree that gave us both a quintessentially Canadian fruit, but 
also a big American hi-tech company a name for their computer that they 
probably didn’t realize was Canadian!  

Captain John Patch 
Propeller For Ships 

1833 
Captain John Patch of Yarmouth, Nova Scotia (b. 1781 – d. August 27th, 
1861) was an east coast mariner and fisherman who was the first to invent a 
screw-type propeller for ships. In 1833 after watching the sculling of a small 
boat by oar, he had the idea to make a hand-cranked version of a two-bladed 
fan-shaped propeller. 
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Donald Hings 
First Walkie-Talkie 
1937 

In 1937, Donald Lewes 
Hings, CM, MBE, 
(November 6th, 1907 
Leicester, England – d.
February 25th, 2004 Burnaby, 
BC) came to Canada when 
he was 3 years-old, and was 
a communications expert, 
working for Cominco 
(Consolidated Mining & 
Smelting Company of 
Canada) in Burnaby BC. 
Whilst there, he’d invented a 
small, portable transceiver, 

which he’d called a “packset” for 
pilots to use, in order to talk to 
their base.  He’d filed for a patent 
on it in 1939, right as WWII broke 
out. In 1940, CM&S sent him to 
work for the National Research 
Council in Ottawa to redesign his 
system into a portable field 
Walkie-Talkie backpack, for the 
Canadian Forces. 

Hing's model C-58 “Handy-
Talkie” as it was called, was in the 
field by 1942, soon after the 
disastrous raid on Dieppe. Fellow 
Canadian Alfred J Gross also 
designed his competing  

Donald Hings in his radio lab. 
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version of a Walkie-Talkie, between 1938 and 1941, and patented his 
slightly different version at that time. 

After WWII, Hings moved to BC and started Electronics Labs of Canada, in 
Burnaby, and went on to hold 55 other patents including ones for the klystron 
magnetometer, a directional antenna array, and an aircraft detection system. 

In 2006 he was inducted into Canada’s Telecommunications Hall of Fame. 

Dr.Elizabeth “Elsie” Gregory MacGill 
First Female Aeronautical Engineer/B.Sc. in Canada  
1942  

her marks had earned her such distinction that she was able to go on to  
UBC at only 16 years old. The Dean of the faculty at UBC was not as 
progressive, nor was he impressed with this young upstart woman and 

Dr. McGill sure liked to be first at things, and she was! Dr. Elizabeth 
Muriel “Elsie” Gregory MacGill’s (b. March 27th, 1905 – d. November 4th, 
1980) mother set an example for her daughter from the outset. You see 
Elsie’s mother was one of Canada’s first female judges. Her father was very

 accomplished, if not pioneering 
in his own right. He was not just 
a Vancouver lawyer, but a very 
prominent one who also 
moonlighted as an Anglican 
Deacon, and a journalist. Elsie 
would also set out to pioneer a 
path just like her mother. Young 
Elsie, born in Vancouver, had a 
vigorous home schooling, which 
featured art lessons from another 
famous and very accomplished 
female Canadian artist, Emily 
Carr. Then she’d attended King 
George Secondary School 
(affiliated with McGill University 
and as such, had very high  
academic standards), where her 

Dr. MacGill supervising the production line 
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promptly suggested that she leave after her first term. 

Elsie was not deterred and she persevered in her studies. She started her 
degree in 1923 at just 18 years old, and worked in machine shops during 
summers, repairing electric motors. MacGill not only earned her Bachelors 
of electrical engineering at the University of Toronto in 1927 at just 22 but 
she was also the first woman in Canada to do so, despite coming down with 
polio before completion. If it wasn’t enough to complete a degree in a very 
difficult science, she’d also need to buck the doctor’s orders, which told her 
that she’d spend the rest of her life in a wheelchair. All this in a heavily male- 
dominated field, that would have added to her challenges in that era. These 
doctors had obviously never dealt with a tough-as-nails, strong, Canadian 
woman! Elsie conquered her polio, learning to walk on two very sturdy 
metal canes. 

Not satisfied with being the first woman to earn a Bachelor of Electrical 
Engineering in Canada, she then went on to enroll in the Master of Science 
in Engineering program at the University of Michigan. She was working at a 
firm in Pontiac, which specialized in aircraft production, sparking her 
interest in aeronautics. Elsie had received her degree after doing research 
and design work at the University’s recently opened aeronautics centre. 
MacGill became the first female in the world to earn a Masters degree in 
aeronautical engineering and then enrolled in MIT, to become the first 
woman ever to obtain her doctorate from that prestigious institution! 

Starting her career at Fairchild Aircraft in Longueuil, Quebec, she went on 
to present papers to the Royal Engineering Society, and had them published 
in the Engineering Journal. In 1942 she was hired as Chief Aeronautical 
Engineer at Canadian Car and Foundry, which was another first; designing 
and supervising production of the famous Hawker Hurricane. Her work 
created a winterized version of the rugged fighter plane, resulting in the first 
fighter to be equipped with skis for landing in snow, as well as de-icing 
equipment. This gave her the famous nickname The Queen of the 
Hurricanes. She also, single-handedly designed the training aircraft, the 
Maple Leaf II (the only plane ever to be completely designed by a woman). 

In one of the more cruel twists of fate, her polio affliction meant she could 
not fly the planes she had designed. So, being a gutsy, determined never-to-
be deterred Canadian, she insisted on going up on every single test-flight 
with the pilots, including the most dangerous, the first ‘proving flight’ of the 
airframe. 
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Elsie MacGill's, Maple Leaf II, the training aircraft that she designed single-handedly. 

After setting up her own aircraft consultancy business, in 1946 she became the 
first woman to serve on the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization). 
Their mandate was to draft the International Airworthiness Regulations for the 
design and production of commercial planes. She became the first woman in 
the Canadian Aeronautical and Space Institute, as well as the Engineering 
Institute of Canada.  

MacGill decided to tell her mother’s story and wrote a biography 
about Canada’s first female judge who had been active in the suffrage 
movement. This inspired Elsie to follow suit and she’d worked tirelessly for 
women’s rights throughout the 1960's, resulting in being named to the Royal 
Commission on the Status of Women in 1967. The accomplished and 
experienced Engineer co-authored the commission’s final report, which had 
included her Separate Opinion Statement. For this, and her later work with the 
province of Ontario, on behalf of Women, she was awarded the Order of 
Canada, in 1971. Elsie MacGill had earned a treasure-trove of awards; 
numerous enough to require a separate chapter, or its own book. Shirley Allen 
of the women’s aviators group, The Ninety Nines, summed up her life quite 
succinctly by saying: “Elsie MacGill had a brilliant mind and was recognized as 
an outstanding woman. Neither her gender nor disability prevented her from 
using her talents and serving her community and 
country.” 
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She passed away in November of 1980, probably from a lack of firsts left to 
accomplish, in a life that was nothing short of remarkable, accomplished and 
pioneering in the truest sense of that word. Elsie wrote her mother’s 
biography and told her story; surely Elsie’s is a life story that deserves to be 
told in a movie or on the back of a banknote. Long may your drafting pencil 
stay sharp Elsie, and may your story be the wind beneath the wings of many 
women who pursue technology careers. 

Norman Breakey 
 Paint Roller  
1940 

Norman Breakey of Arthur, Manitoba, (b. February 25th, 1891 – d. 
November 19th, 1965) invented the paint roller around 1940 in Toronto. The 
idea of rolling paint on for a smoother finish in a shorter time, instead of 
using the tried-and-true, brush method, was revolutionary and would go on 
to benefit many an amateur do-it-your-selfer. But in a familiar Canadian 
refrain, he’d died before being able to patent his invention and had never 
made any money from it. 

Sir William Stephenson
First Espionage Training School: Camp X 
December 6th, 1941 

Sir William Samuel Stephenson, OC, MC and DFC (b. January 31st, 1896, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba – d. January 31st, 1989 Paget, Bermuda) was perhaps 
the most important and pivotal Canadian in the twentieth century. Not for 
his inventions, nor his industrial prowess. But for his massive contributions 
to winning WWII, through developing, training and facilitating the 
espionage efforts which led the allies to victory. A victory that many say 
would not have been possible, without Sir Stephenson’s extensive 
contributions. Stephenson was such a master spy, it was said that he could 
go completely unnoticed in a crowded elevator. Even more amazing is the 
fact he was actually the real-life inspiration for that famous fictional spy of 
14 Ian Fleming novels, James Bond! (see the end of this entry for the 
Canadian origin of Bond’s name).
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He was originally born, William 
Samuel Clouston Stanger, but had been 
adopted by foster parents and given their 
family name Stephenson. Leaving school at 
an early age to work as a telegrapher, he’d 
then volunteered for service in WWI, with 
the Winnipeg Light Infantry, (the 101st 
Battalion) but later transferred to the Royal 
Flying Corps. Stephenson himself once had
admitted many years later, that he’d faked his 
medical history in order to join the Royal 
Flying Corps. Not satisfied with faking his 
medical history, he’d gone on to fake his 
flying abilities and flew into action on guts 
and determination alone, but not much skill,
after only five hours of dogfight training!
He’d won Britain's Distinguished Flying 

Cross, as well as the French Croix de Guerre, for being credited with 
shooting down 26 enemy planes. Not bad for a pilot with an extensive 
and gruelling few hours of dogfighting training!  
His cunning and deft deceptions ran out when he was shot down behind 
enemy lines, then immediately captured and imprisoned. Not to be out-done 
he’d returned to his wily ways and escaped from the prison camp! He later 
remembered a unique can opener used at the camp, which he’d found out 
was only patented in Germany. Stephenson patented it worldwide, and made 
a fortune in manufacturing it! He went on to be a successful manufacturer in 
many other industries, including automobiles (Pressed Steele Company), 
aircraft (General Aircraft Company Limited) and radios (General Radio 
Company Limited), and he’d owned the largest film studio, (Shepperton 
studios) outside Hollywood. This provided Stephenson with innumerable 
contacts, acquaintances, and friends across many industries and countries, 
especially in Europe. Stephenson was a slight and unassuming man, who was 
so deceptive and able to blend into the background, that it was said he could 
get on a crowded elevator, and then get off five floors later, and no one 
would remember him or knew what he looked like!  
Stephenson then invented the first wireless wire-photo radio-transmitter 
(patented December 30th, 1922) revolutionizing photojournalism. His 
invention synchronized two turning drums, which scanned an image. This 
system was also desperately needed for several mechanical television systems. 
But Stephenson’s system was actually for a different purpose and ingeniously 
allowed photos to be sent wirelessly, instead of down a phone or telegraph 
line, a system he had already invented years before at the U of Manitoba. 

Sir William Stephenson’s 
passport photo, from  1930's
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After Britain’s Daily Mail published the first 
wireless photo in 1922, the British patent 
went on to net him £100,000 per year, for 18 
years! By 1936, now a very wealthy and well-
connected European industrialist, Stephenson 
was providing confidential information on 
Hitler’s £800,000,000 build up of military 
might, to then MP Winston Churchill. As 
Stephenson became a trusted advisor and 
friend, Churchill used this intelligence 
surreptitiously obtained by the Canadian, to 
oppose the appeasement policies of Prime 
Minister Neville Chamberlain (the foreign 
affairs genius who’d said after meeting Hitler 
“I believe it is peace for our time.”) 
In one of the most important successes of Stephenson’s body of espionage 
work, his co-ordination of a mission which saw the Polish Secret Service capture 
of a Nazi Enigma machine in 1939, just before Germany attacked Poland. 
Stephenson tracked down a German SS unit in the Danzig area, (now Gdansk) 
transporting an Enigma machine in a military truck and sent the team in to 
ambush them and steal the Enigma, as well as the codebooks for it. Using a fake 
accident, in which fire destroyed much of the evidence, they’d successfully 
spirited away the machine and current code-books. The machine was handed 
over to the British, as compensation for signing the Anglo-Polish treaty of 
August 1939, which committed Britain to intervene should Germany attack 
Poland. The captured machine led the Polish Secret Service code-breakers to 
break the Enigma codes. This work was then improved upon by Allan Turing’s 
code-breaking computers at Bletchley Park, allowing the Allies to know most of 
Hitler’s moves ahead of time. This decoded intelligence from Enigma was given 
the project code name of ULTRA, and was said to shorten the war by more than 
2 to 3 years, saving tens of millions of lives. Later, when Stephenson was 
appointed the senior representative of British Intelligence, through his work at 
BSC, Churchill authorized him to be one of the few people in the entire western 
hemisphere to be authorized to see the raw ULTRA transcripts of decrypted 
Nazi messages from Bletchley Park. 
Within 9 months of declaring war, with Nazi Germany in full control of most 
of Europe and the Allies losing the war badly, the master spy, inventor, and 
connected industrialist was handpicked and asked by his friend Sir Winston 
Churchill to go to the US on a special assignment. He was to go and 
immediately set up the British Security Co-ordination office in New York City, 
in Rockefeller Centre, on June 21st, 1940, using the telegraph address ‘Intrepid’, 

Stephenson's wireless photo 
transmitter
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which was rumoured to be Churchill’s nickname for his friend who was also 
called “lil Bill”. BSC was to investigate enemy activities, act as a liaison between 
Churchill and Roosevelt, as well as to use his contacts to lobby and push the 
US towards joining the war effort. He was also to take on his biggest and most 
important task: to recruit spies and set up a training facility for them to learn 
covert espionage, and go behind enemy lines in Europe to turn the tide of the 
war. He’d set up a top-secret military spy training camp (Special Training 
School 103, STS-103 or “Camp-X”) in deserted Whitby, Ontario just outside 
of Toronto. A camp so shrouded in mystery and deception so thick, that the 
Prime Minister of Canada had no idea it existed!  

Camp-X opened on the shores of Lake Ontario, on a cold, blustery day on 
December 6th, 1941 headed by Sir William Stephenson, and the first 
commanding officer was Lt. Col Arthur Terence Roper-Caldbeck. It was 
ideally located on those shores, in order to smuggle spies in and out of the 
country (either up the St Lawrence Seaway or across to the US with a short,  

30 Km boat ride across the lake). The camp’s land was originally the site of 
the farmhouse built by William Sinclair in 1861 and was expropriated by 
the British government in 1940. There, the spies, recruited from Canada’s 
diverse European immigrant population, would learn about explosives, 
surveillance, encrypted communications and deadly force, hand-to-hand 
combat skills, in order to kill a man with their bare hands! The recruits were 
trained on these deadly hand-to-hand combat techniques by the world-
renowned, martial arts master “silent killer” William Fairburn. He was a 
veteran police officer in Shanghai, and who’d recently trained the Czech spies 
sent to assassinate Nazi officer, Reinhardt Heydrich, The Butcher of Prague, 
and one of the Nazis who  was primarily responsible for the Holocaust. Later 
recruits and assassins were traned at Camp-X by Bill Underwood.

The secret secluded entrance gate to Camp-X and the insignia crest for STS-103. 

20 
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From handshake to knife in the back, in a mere 3 seconds! Silent and deadly hand 
to hand combat expert William Fairburn, a British Royal Marine training the 
recruits at Camp-X in his own developed combat technique called Defendu. 

Graduates from the Camp started 
flooding into Europe, to raise havoc 
with Hitler’s war machine, beginning in 
late 1941. Estimates are that up to 
2,000 recruits were trained at the camp. 
The camp also allowed co-ordination 
between Canada, Britain and the US, as 
the US was still officially neutral in the 
war. In the summer of 1941, Roosevelt 
established the Coordinator of 
Information office (COI) with Col. 
William “Wild Bill” Donovan, a friend 
of Stephenson’s and suggested by the 
Canadian for this position. In late 1941, operatives from Donovan’s newly 
formed Office of Strategic Services (which is later renamed the CIA), and the 
FBI, 12 in all, attend Camp-X for their first training session. They were ready 
by early 1942, and Donovan famously gave credit to the Canadians, and 
William Stephenson at Camp-X, “for teaching the Americans everything we 
know about foreign intelligence and spying.” The CIA later named their 
training facility “The Farm,” as a nod to their origins at the farm fields in 
Whitby, ON at Camp-X. In May of 2000, the members of the Intrepid Society 
of Winnipeg (a group dedicated to preserving the history and legacy of the 
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Winnipeg born super spy), presented a statue of Stephenson to CIA 
Executive Director David Carey, in honour of Stephenson’s pivotal roll in the 
formation of the CIA. Carey, in his acceptance speech for the statue, stated:  

"Sir William Stevenson played a key role in the creation of the 
CIA. He realized early on that America needed a strong 
intelligence organization and lobbied contacts close to President 
Roosevelt to appoint a US co-ordinator to oversee FBI and 
military intelligence. He’d urged that the job be given to William 
J. “Wild Bill” Donovan, who had recently toured the British 
defences and gained the confidence of Prime Minister 
Churchill”… “Donovan’s OSS was the first, “central” US 
intelligence service. The OSS worked closely with and learned 
from, Sir William and other Canadian officials during the war. 
A little later, these OSS officers formed the core of the CIA. 
Intrepid may not have technically been the father of the CIA, 
but he is certainly in our lineage.”

Bill Underwood 
Combato / Defendo Techniques for Assassins 
(Camp-X continued) 

1942 

Canadians are known to be polite, self-effacing, refined, well mannered and 
generally, the nice guys of the world. We aren’t usually thought of as ruthless 
assassins or the trainers of such elite killing machines. But five foot two inch 
Bill Underwood, was once world-renowned as the “Little Giant Killer” (or 
sometimes “The Human Atomic Bomb” for his killing prowess) and was the 
undisputed champion of hand-to-hand lethal force bare-handed killing for 
Canada’s Armed Forces. Underwood (b. 1895 Rochdale, England − d. 
February 8th, 1986, Newmarket, Ontario)  also trained numerous US agencies 
such as the FBI, US Special Forces American Rangers, Pentagon agents and 
numerous Law Enforcement agencies throughout North America. In fact, 
his techniques at lethal hand-to-hand combat were so good his proprietary 
Combato methods he developed had to be toned down for law enforcement 
agencies into a less lethal version for self-defence called Defendo which he 
taught to many police personnel and his books became bestsellers (they are 
so sought after and hard to find that they go for as much as $1000 on 
Amazon today).  
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Bill Underwood’s story is a such a fascinating one that it led to him 
becoming a bit of a celebrity in his 80's as he appeared on the Johnny 
Carson show (4 times). In one memorable appearance, Bill demonstrated his 
deceptively quick, and amazing Defendo tactics to take down The Incredible 
Hulk! The 70’s TV star former Mr. America, and Mr. Universe, bodybuilder

Lou Ferrigno! The 
hulking 6 foot 5 inch, 
270 pound World’s 
Strongest Man 
competitor was no 
match for the 5 foot 2 
inch, 85-year-old 
Canadian assassin; he 
was on the floor in a 
few seconds at Bills 
mercy! 
Born in England, he 
grew up in Liverpool, 
England working as a 
12 year old at the 
Vaudeville Pavillion 
Theatre, which led to 
him getting to befriend 
Charlie Chaplin and 
Harry Houdini. Bill was 
actually with Houdini 
that night when he had 

received the fatal punch to the stomach backstage, before a show at the 
McGill University campus in Montreal in 1926. It was during this time he 
met and became friends with another Vaudeville act the world-famous Jiu-
Jitsu experts Tara Maki and Yukio Tani who taught him some of their basic 
techniques of self-defence. Bill was a quick study and soon built his own 
combat system from this training and evolved it over the years into what 
would become the deadly Combato system. 

In 1909 Bill immigrated to Canada as a 14-year-old only to return England in 
1914 for WWI. He had enlisted in 1912 in the Royal Montreal Regiment, 
which led to his stationing on the front in France with the Grenadier Guards 
shortly after the outbreak of war. The Germans captured him during the gas 
attack at Ypres, but the elite German troops could not compete with Bill’s 
combative prowess that allowed him to escape his guards. He later returned
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to combat in the skies by learning to fly and flew with Roy Brown, the 
Canadian aerial  ace that downed the deadly, infamous German fighter pilot 
the Red Baron.  

When WWII started, he tried to enlist again with the RCAF and was told he 
was too old. So he talked to the Army about his Combat skills. He asked the 
officers of the Queens Own Rifle Reserve Unit if they wanted to see his 
hand to hand combat skills. They were skeptical of this pudgy 5 foot two 
inch rotund, middle-aged man until he put three of their biggest, toughest, 
most well-trained soldiers in the hospital!! His Combato system had its debut 
in the military and it was immediately accepted. It quickly became the defacto 
system employing Bill (who refused pay as a volunteer) to teach it to units 
across the entire Canadian Armed Forces. Until that time, Canadian soldiers 
were trained in the gentlemanly combat arts of boxing and wrestling. Bill’s 
theory was why bring a wrestler to a war, which is a fight to the death! Lethal 
targeting of the weak points of the enemy facing you results in combat wins.  
The American Army heard of these new specialized techniques and quickly 
realized it was the equalizer they needed to combat the Japanese Jiu-Jitsu and 
Judo they were facing in the Pacific Theatre of War. Underwood was sent to 
the US and quickly trained numerous Army trainers (who went on to train 
thousands of US soldiers in Canadian Combato techniques) and the top 
Special Forces unit the American Rangers. He was later interviewed by the 
Pentagon and provided the training to their Intelligence Agents and FBI 
agents as well. 
Because of his now well know reputation and skills, he was recruited to go to 
Camp-X by Sir William Stephenson and he trained the spy trainees in the 
deadly techniques. He became the trainer of an elite group of Assassin 
Squads at Camp-X. Each squad had 6 team members and they had to be fast 
efficient killing machines for covert operations behind enemy lines in 
Europe. During his time at Camp-X, he trained one group known as the 
Super Six, the elite of the elite that was being sent to assassinate The Reich’s 
Fuhrer Hitler himself! This was the main reason German Intelligence started 
using the many Hitler look-alikes to protect him. They unfortunately never 
succeeded and were reassigned.  

"Is that a pipe in your pocket, or are you 
just happy to kill me?" Camp-X spy 
gadget, a pipe that doubles as a deadly 
firearm. One of many gadgets designed 
and built in the basement skunk works at 
Casa Loma, Toronto (the inspiration for 
James Bond's Q Division). 
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Bill continued  on  
training  Police 
Forces and Law 
Enforcement 
agencies across 
North America 
(Metro Toronto 
Police, Las Vegas, 
NYC and others) 
and even the 
Manchester Police 
and others in the 
UK.  

Underwood had 
become a celebrity 
of sorts thanks to 
his four infamous  
appearances on 
Carson. They all  
stemmed from  
one impromptu 
demonstration, to 
a couple of quickly

Underwood says, “I hear you knockin, but       
 you can’t come in!” as training recruits look on.           

overpowered guards
at the show's  

Hollywood studio front gate, which led to an  invite inside by a producer. 
Then later a documentary was made called “Don’t Mess with Bill” which led 
to Bill strolling the red carpet at the Academy Awards for his film's 
nomination. 

Underwood may have become a bit of a celebrity who charmed TV audiences 
with his quick wit, charm and the disarming appearance of your average 
grandfatherly 80-year-old. Nonetheless, Underwood’s Combato system was 
used by hundreds of thousands of Allied Forces and the covert agents from 
Camp X throughout the war. No doubt causing untold numbers of casualties 
on the enemy side and shortening the war which saved millions more. Quite 
the contribution to history, all from this tiny, quiet, self-effacing but polite 
Canadian gentleman. Never judge a book by its cover! 
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Benjamin deForest “Pat” 
Bayly, during his tenure as 
Mayor of Whitby. 

David White of Bletchley Park, England 
pictured with the original Rockex tape cipher 
machine. 

Benjamin deForest “Pat” Bayly 

One Time Cypher Tape Machine  Camp X (cont'd) 
1943 

The camp was also the site of extensive covert cryptographic 
communications technology and equipment used throughout the war, and 
for years afterwards during the cold war era. Benjamin deForest “Pat” Bayly, 

(b. June 20th, 1903 London, Ont. – d. 1994 San Diego, California) grew up 
in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan and studied electrical engineering at the 
University of Toronto. He became an expert in radio communications and 
was later hired as a professor at UofT. During World War II, he was 
recruited by Stephenson to help set up the coded communications between 
North America and Europe. As part of this work, Lieutenant Colonel Bayly 
set up the Hydra communications facility (and was its assistant Director) at 
Camp X. Because the existing equipment to encipher coded communications 
was too slow, he’d invented an offline, one-time, cypher tape machine, called 
the Rockex, and it handled all of the encoding of communications at the 
secret intelligence training base. The massive rhombic antenna system took 
up a large swath of land in the fields of deserted and desolate Whitby and 
was installed by Ontario Hydro, which donated the equipment and linemen 
to climb the 300 ft high poles to install them. Former Toronto Star reporter 
William “Bill” Hardcastle operated the actual 10 thousand watt shortwave 
transmitter that was used to send the coded messages, created by the Rockex.
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William "Bill" Hardcastle, who 
became Intrepid's message man 
and relayed all the coded 
messages in the western 
hemisphere. 

Hardcastle had answered a cryptic want-ad and had signed up to “serve his 
country,” having had no idea what he was getting into. Nor did he realize 
that within a few days he would be working as a spy specializing in coded 
communications!  

The sophisticated transmitter, (one of 
the most powerful in the world at that 
time) was actually expropriated by agents 
sent from Camp-X to W3XAU, a 
shortwave radio station in Philadelphia. 
They seized the transmitter, packed it up 
and shipped it to Camp-X, to be 
assembled by Bayly and Hardcastle with 
no diagrams or schematics! The radio 
station employees were told it was being 
taken to England for propaganda duties! 
The Government of Canada later said 
the Hydra transmitter provided "an 
essential tactical and strategic component 
of the larger Allied radio network, 
(allowing) secret information to be 
transmitted securely to and from Canada, 
Great Britain, other Commonwealth 
countries and the United States." After 
the war, Bayly ran an engineering 
company in Ajax, Ontario, and was the 
first mayor of that town. Bayly St in 
Whitby is named after him. 

Camp-X also had several spy recruits who went on to later fame 
without anyone knowing (for many years) their background as spies trained 
in Canada. These included children’s writer Roald Dahl, and British 
screenwriter Paul Dehn, who’d interestingly wrote several espionage films, 
including ‘The Spy Who Came in From the Cold’, and the James Bond 
thriller ‘Goldfinger.’ However, the most famous recruit of all to attend 
training at Camp-X was also the most ironic; Ian Fleming! Yes, Fleming not 
only used Stephenson as his inspiration for the James Bond character, he 
in fact, was a real spy in WWII and involved in some major covert 
operations that inspired the 007 novels and movies! The Goldfinger script, 
which was written by Dehn, was rumoured to be based on Stephenson’s 
daring plan (although never carried out) to steal $2.8 billion in Vichy, French 
gold reserves that were stashed in the French colony on the Caribbean 
island of Martinique. Truth is sometimes strangely found in fiction!   
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The “Hydra” 10,000 Watt transmitter captured from 
W3XAU and setup here at one of the Camp-X 
communications huts. 

During his training, 
Fleming had actually 
failed one of his early 
tests, where he was 
tasked to kill a man 
at a Toronto hotel; a 
test of his resolve 
and his fortitude. 
Fleming later said 
apologetically, “You 
know… I couldn’t 
kill a man that 
way” (The proverbial 
‘License to Kill,’ 
doesn’t seem to be all 
that was needed in 
order to succeed in 
the role!). Fleming 
went on to serve with 
distinction and 
formed and directed 
the operations of the 
No. 30 Assault Unit.  
Noted historian and 
Professor, David 
O’Keefe, has revealed 
the No. 30 AU to 
have run a major op
behind the seemingly 
worthless loss in the 
Dieppe Raid. It’s real 
purpose, according to 
O’Keefe’s groundbreaking documentary, ‘Dieppe Uncovered’ was 
Fleming’s stock in trade: deception. Fleming planed to use the raid as a 
cover, to actually get copies of the vital, cipher codebooks, and spare parts 
for a new version of the deviously enigmatic Enigma machine! It proved 
unsuccessful, but Fleming went on to many other covert operations during 
the war, which he would later write into his spy novel series about a 
debonair spy with a very bland name of James Bond. Back in 1941-42, 
during Fleming’s time training as a real spy at Camp X, he’d stayed at the 
barracks at the Department of National Defense building on Avenue Road, 
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Every morning he went out to the front of the barracks to board the bus, 
and about 100 ft away across the street at the next corner (Avenue Rd and 
Willowbank Blvd) was a beautiful old Toronto church. On the lawn facing 
north-east towards the barracks was a large billboard sign proclaiming it as 
the very uniquely named St. James-Bond United church!! The church is now 
gone but the stained glass window facade of the church entrance was 
preserved as the side window to the Amica seniors home.
Several years later, Fleming wrote his first 007 book, ‘Casino Royale’, replete 
with the super-spy with the unassuming and bland name of James Bond. So 
there just might be a little more Canadian in that famous British spy than 
we’d ever thought! “Coincidence? I don’t think so, Miss Moneypenny!”

Jerry Wright  
Computerized Navigation System 
1944 

Liverpool, Nova Scotia is on the southeast shore of Nova Scotia and was 
founded in 1759. It now has a population of 2,600 people and is best known 
for the Canadian country music legend, Hank Snow being a resident there at 
one time, before becoming famous. Liverpool was also the birthplace of 

in Toronto, and was bussed out to Camp-X daily for his training.
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Jerauld George Wright DFC, CD (b. August 31st, 1917 – d. September 12th, 
2016, at the Perley Rideau Veterans Health Centre in Ottawa) where he 
grew up with his sister, and was “a brilliant student at the old Liverpool 
Academy.” He went to Kings College in the area and studied pharmacology 
and then worked in a local drug store, the Seldon Pharmacy. 

At 23 years old, “Jerry” Wright joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in early 
1940 as an AC 2 trainee Navigator, before going on to move up the ranks 
quickly. This was an astute decision as many of the recruits wanted to be 
pilots, but few wanted to learn navigation. After basic-training, he was 
promoted to corporal and then sergeant by the end of that year. He was in 
just the second batch of recruits to go overseas to the UK.  

He’d begun flying as a navigator and served with the No. 240 Squadron 
RAF, going on many dangerous and difficult missions and proved to be an 
excellent navigator. He’d served with distinction, flying over the North 
Atlantic, Burma and India doing convoy runs. His most important mission 
was locating and mapping out a northern route to Arkanglesk in the USSR. 
For this, he’d won the DFC. 

Upon returning to Canada in 1946 he’d started to work on some ideas, 
which he’d developed while navigating over Burma. He’d worked with a 
team of eight other navigational experts, to develop a computerized 
navigational system that would fit in the cockpit of the average fighter plane. 
Whilst working on funding from the federal government, at Computing 
Devices Canada, he’d eventually patented the ‘R-Theta computer system.’ R-
Theta was a continuously dynamic, range-and-angle (Theta) from home 
base, display system. This eliminated the need for the pilot to rely on 
ground-based radio or radar to find their way home. This was important, as 
many enemy forces used radio-jamming techniques to thwart radio 
guidance. He’d patented the R-Theta system, as well as numerous other 
navigational systems and improvements in the 1950's and 60's. He’d later 
worked on designing the ANTEC system and several others used by NATO 
forces around the globe, while still serving in the forces. As such, the 
Canadian government received all royalties from the sale of the R-Theta 
system. It was the gold standard in computer navigation until the 1970's 
when precision gyroscopic systems became the norm (which then yielded to 
the current GPS standard systems).
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Hugh LeCaine 
Electronic Music Synthesizer 

1945 

Hugh LeCaine (b. May 27th, 
1914 – d. July 3rd, 1977) 
from Port Arthur, Ontario 
graduated from Queens 
University with a degree in 
engineering and physics. He  
worked with the National 
Research Council (NRC), in 
Ottawa from 1940 to 1974 
starting in atomic physics, 
then  in 1954, musical 
instrument research. He was 
a physicist who’d dabbled in 
music as a composer, and 
he’d built instruments both 
at the NRC and as a hobby. 
He had also contributed 
work on the Canadian Air 
Forces RADAR systems 
during WWII.

Hugh LeCaine, and the first fully 
electronic synthesizer he called the 
Sackbut.  
In the mid-1940's he had invented the first true Electronic Synthesizer, 
which he’d called the electronic Sackbut. A name he’d coined from the 
name of a trombone-like instrument, from medieval England. His electronic 
synthesizer was not only the first one to use touch-sensitive keys, but it had 
also beaten American, Robert Moog’s, claimed invention of the synthesizer, 
by almost two decades. He’d later developed over 20 different instruments 
for the NRC, including four versions of his Sackbut, which was the 
forerunner of musical synthesizers used in 80's music, (such as Moog and 
Roland) as well as for movie sound effects. He’d also invented a multi-track, 
multiple tape drive, tape recorder. It could play ten tapes simultaneously, 
with each tape having the ability to vary speed (and therefore pitch) and 
volume. He’d composed a unique piece of music on it, which was the sound 
of a single drop of water, varied and multi-tracked, to create a composition 
that he’d called “Dripsody in Blue.” 
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George Klein + Don Nazzer 
National Research Council 
ZEEP – First Unenriched Uranium Reactor 

September 5th, 1945 

George Klein (b. 15th August 1904 at Hamilton, Ont - d. 4th 
November 1992 in Ottawa, Ont) was a Canadian engineer (a 
UofT graduate) who designed and built the ZEEP reactor (Zero 
Energy Experimental Pile). The ZEEP was one of the first heavy-
water nuclear reactors in the world, and the first to use the 
simpler, more cheaply processed unenriched Uranium. It was built at 
the Chalk River Labs near Ottawa, under the direction of the NRC. 
ZEEP first went critical at 15:45 on September 5th, 1945. The ZEEP 
was the first operational nuclear reactor outside of the United States. The 
chief designer was George Klein, assisted by Don Nazzer, of the NRC.  
The reactor was built as part of a project to produce plutonium for the 
US nuclear weapons development research project (the Manhattan  
Project). On August 17th, 1942, the Hon C.D. Howe had given the go-
ahead to collaborate with the UK and the US in developing strategic 
nuclear weapons. To 
do this he started a 
new  hi-tech facility 
at      the Montreal 
Laboratory (the 
forerunner of the 
Chalk River Facility 
where the reactor was 
eventually built). 
Canada’s new  
uranium industry was 
expanding, thanks to 
the military’s new-
found interest in 
developing the most 
recent innovation in 
munitions: nuclear 
weapons. 
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The Eldorado Gold Mining Company had reopened a radium mine (its 
presence is indicative of uranium), in Great Bear Lake, NWT during WWII 
to supply the US with the uranium they needed for the Manhattan Project. 
Eldorado had owned a refining facility in Port Hope, Ontario, close to the 
Chalk River facility, so the ore was shipped there from the NWT. In 1942 
the government, at Minister C.D. Howe’s direction, purchased and 
nationalized the Eldorado uranium related facilities and assets. 
The ZEEP reactor was built to prove that heavy water and uranium could 
be used to create and sustain nuclear fission, as well as its ability to produce 
plutonium. It was also the basis and forerunner for the world-famous 
CANDU (Canadian Deuterium Uranium) pressurized heavy-water reactor, 
which was developed later throughout the 1950's, in partnership with 
Atomic Energy Canada Limited, the Hydro-Electric Commission of 
Ontario and Canadian G.E. company. The CANDU reactors are inherently 
safer than any other reactor design, with some of the critical backup and 
safety systems being replicated by three levels of redundant back-up 
systems designed into them. Of Canada’s 18 active CANDU reactors, 
which have been in operation for over 30 years, there has never been even 
one serious injury during that time from reactor operation, nor 
maintenance. They are the safest in the world and have been sold to 6 other 
countries worldwide, with 47 CANDU or CANDU based reactors in 
service in them. Klein went on to invent numerous other devices, including 
the first electric wheelchair (see 1953).

Walter Harris Callow  
First Wheelchair Accessible Bus 

1947 

Walter Harris Callow (1896–1958) of Parrsboro, Nova Scotia, was seriously 
injured in a training flight during WWI, and by 1937 had deteriated untill 
disabled and was committed to the Camp Hill Veterans hospital in Halifax, 
as a blind, quadriplegic. Walter epitomized the guts and determination that 
Canadians, and Canadian war veterans in particular, are known for. Blind 
and unable to move, he decided that what he really needed to do was to  
help his fellow vets who’d been hobbled by injuries, in order to make their 
lives easier. So from his hospital bed, he organized a board-of-directors, 
hired two secretaries, and set up a relief fund to assist other vets with 
financial help. At the end of the war, he’d seen the need for transporting the 
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many veterans who'd lost limbs and confined to a 
wheelchair. So he invented the idea of the first 
wheelchair bus and financed the first two 
examples of the Callow Wheelchair Coach, which 
were custom-built in Pubnico, Nova Scotia.

Once Walter had a bus to transport them, he’d 
loved planning trips, picnics, scenic tours, and 
trips to sporting events for his fellow disabled 
persons, giving hope and joy to the many who 
had not been out of their houses or hospital beds 
for years.  

Blind and unable to move a single limb, Walter’s own words give some small 
semblance of his selfless and overwhelming love and desire to help others 
who were suffering. He’d said, “I could be a lot worse, I want to thank God 

Callow was a dedicated, compassionate, determined and gutsy Canadian, 
whose innovation is still seen on the streets of Nova Scotia, with the Callow 
Wheelchair Bus service still in operation today. In 1958, the Mutual 
Broadcasting System gave Callow their Golden Rule Award, for the man 
who’d exemplified the application of the Golden Rule of ‘do unto others.’  

The first Callow Wheelchair Bus; Inset: Walter Callow in his hospital bed



that at least I can talk and think. I want to repay Him for I believe that after 
a man dies they will ask only one question: 'What did he do for others?' In 
bringing affection to the afflicted, I am serving Him." The only time Callow 
rode on his own wheel-chair bus service, which he’d invented, was when his 
body was returned to Advocate, NS after a full Military honours funeral in 
Halifax. Walter Callow, a gutsy, selfless, determined Canadian, with a heart 
as big as a wheel-chair coach bus. Rest in peace Walter, and enjoy the ride 
on that big bus line in the sky. 

Bell Canada 
First Wireless Phone System 
June 28th, 1947

Bell Canada introduced the first 
commercial wireless mobile phone 
service in 1947, operating off of a 
single central radio tower on the 
top of their building at 76 Adelaide 
St West. This single tower (as 
opposed to multiple "cell" towers 
in modern systems), gave a decent 
20 mile radius of coverage 
operation.
A special Mobile Operator was 
required to make the call by 
connecting the phone system to 
the radio channel tower in order to 
be received by and from the car 
transceiver. The Toronto Globe 
and Mail newspaper was the first
customer so that their reporters 
could call in news stories from the 
scene of breaking news events. 
This new technology would give 
them the scoop on the other 
newspapers and be the first to print 
with the news! By 1953 Bell had 
single towers in each town covering 
most of Toronto, Barrie and parts 
of Montreal.
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The towering sky scrapper (in 1947!) at 
the far right  that gave the mobile phone 
system its very high single radio tower!




